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A plot now deepening to disarm and destroy America…
WARNING: This publication contains information free to the American public "We the People" under
the First Amendment. Any information you find offensive or inflicts any emotional response will be
doing so at your own risk. This publication has been republished with added updates. We feel it is
important to revisit the facts given across multiple media platforms on how this alleged mass murder
unfolded to the world and how years later, many articles and reports were redacted, some changed,
and many were deleted and/or missing. Most of all, the criminals in control of this plot have gone to
great lengths to censor and punish those who have questioned the official story. This publication is
intended for educational and historical value and justifies its permanent retention for archival value,
continuing value, and/or its enduring value.
**FAIR USE** Copyright Disclaimer under section 107 of the Copyright Act 1976, allowance is made
for “fair use” for purposes such as criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching, scholarship,
education and research. Fair use is a use permitted by copyright statute that might otherwise be
infringing. Fair use is a legal doctrine that promotes freedom of expression by permitting the
unlicensed use of copyright‐protected works in certain circumstances. Section 107 of the Copyright
Act provides the statutory framework for determining whether something is a fair use and identifies
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certain types of uses—such as criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching, scholarship, and
research—as examples of activities that may qualify as fair use.
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
It was another sad time in the Nation and the grieving process began after the alleged lone‐wolf
gunman, 20 year old Adam Lanza, allegedly went on a mass murdering rampage at the Sandy Hook
Elementary school in Newtown, Connecticut on December 14th, 2012. It was reported 26 people are
dead, mostly children, the mother of the suspect, and the suspect himself. From the beginning, the
scripts were arranged, rearranged, collaborated, and published. It was like watching a comprehensive
well‐written script produced live before our eyes that wintry morning. On a theatrical stage of a
thrilling fictional storyline.
Those without the 3‐D glasses on could only think:
"Let the Psy‐Op begin..."
This particular shooting, there is overwhelming evidence presented by the truthful Citizen Journalists
that Americans are not buying the official story after weeks of being terrorized by mass shooting
(active‐shooter) events. AP Press & mainstream media then report the events filled with tragedy
scripts intertwined with gun control debates and calling for more mental health agenda. Mostly
sponsored by Giffords Law Center, the ADL, and the Southern Poverty Law Center. All
sponsoring criminalizing speech, removing weapons from Americans, and demanding legislation for
anti‐Semitism laws.
These highly militarized operations include using fear and children to psychologically hack the minds
of Americans to surrender weapons. This psychopathology coding targets the vulnerability of women,
the feminized men, and the indoctrinated youth. This coding/script targets the youth into believing
the Bill of Rights are no longer necessary and the Constitution is just a "God Damn Piece of Paper," as
George Bush Sr. told Americans at one time.
After researching and digesting the questionable information about the shooting reported across the
mainstream media and AP platforms, one has to ask the following questions:
Was the 2012 shooting at Sandy Hook school really a well‐coordinated militarized inside
intelligence operation involving law enforcement, EMS workers, firefighters, government agencies,
and crisis actors coordinated to launch a successful attempt to disarm Americans? Are they
targeting the youth to inflict emotional response to support unconstitutional gun‐control
legislation? Or, was this really a lone‐gunman that went on a disgruntled rampage because of his
mental illness or lack of mental illness problem?
Immediately following this shooting, Connecticut & New Jersey enacted some of the strictest gun
laws in the nation. They presented Americans with a screenplay that communities all across America
were willfully turning in their weapons. Government sponsored buy‐back programs were enacted and
disarmament was launched on the greatest scale ever in the history of America.
Our entire government has been taken over by dual Israeli‐American citizens. Militarized training has
been discovered suggesting our own Sheriff's and law enforcement are being sent to Israel for "active
shooting" training. Has our greatest ally Israel become America's most infiltrated enemy?
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Immediately following the Newtown school shooting, more unanswered questions have surfaced that
should be alarming to We the People. AP Press continues to put their script out to the public and
continues to change it faster than the readers, writers, and researchers can keep up with. Like many
other mass shootings, the evidence starts out with two or more shooters and ends up with the lone‐
wolf gunman. Most, who conveniently turn the gun on themselves in the end and commit suicide.
Five months prior to the shooting, Janet Napolitano (America's Homeland Security) big sis at the time
had previously warned that the "lone‐gunmen" would be visiting the schools, the malls, and
the movie theaters. "Homeland Security Secretary Janet Napolitano says the 'lone wolf' threat is a top
concern," CNN's Suzanne Kelly reports.
I can just sit back in my chair now and replay what must have been discussed right before this
operation went live.
“Hey George, FOX just sent me a text. The script‐writers want to go over the angles that
make sure they use the most possible fear tactics for this operation.”
“Okay, Jodi, as long as there are little to no mistakes. This is a LIVE drill.. not something
that can be edited until later in the day..”
“Remember the keywords– wacky survivalist, gun‐obsession, avid shooter, serial killer,
crazy, terrorism, assault rifle, and the rest of the list you were given earlier.”
“However, call over to HuffPo and tell them I was told we’re dumping the autism angle.
There are too many vaccinated damaged children and elderly and the focus can’t be on
the researchers finding out about the truth on that one. From now on, Adam has
Asperger’s Syndrome and insist they sign a contract they will define the syndrome from
the A.D.A.M encyclopedia. Later, after he commits suicide and always is remembered as
the psychopathic school children murderer of Newtown, we will get paid from our
sponsors from the medical agenda.”
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“Okay George, but our team and CNN can’t stretch it as far as they want it to go because
later after the body allegedly had an autopsy and then claimed by the father, the
medical establishment is going to say they are going to “study”Adam’s DNA to isolate
the “Evil Gene” for future legislation to introduce hate‐speech and hate‐crime laws and
force future gun‐owners to give blood and take a mental health exam to determine if
they qualify for a weapon.”
“The FBI just called and demands more legislation in the works right now so CT can be
disarmed immediately. Focus on mental illness and the assault rifle. We already
bushwhacked all the Sheriff’s in the State and blamed it on the Citizens. They are just our
paperboys now. Make sure the examiner’s office takes Wayne out for breakfast and
gives him prostitutes and Scotch so he is not so nervous. He’s a maintenance player.”
“Oh George, the world is not going to believe all this overwhelming script!”
“Well, I got news for you, you won’t have a job if we do not get paid from our sponsors
and we have already lost hundreds of thousands of readers and millions of dollars
because our last biggest ‘active‐shooter’ false‐flag staring Gabrielle Giffords, Astronaut
Mark Kelly, and Jared Lee Loughner had too many exposed lies. We can’t afford more
mistakes! We must get all the moves perfect this time!”
“Okay George, but I want to know how we are supposed to convince the public using
only a photo‐shopped crazy looking deranged psychopath? The Loughner script
didn't start out well with his photo‐shopped picture and then suddenly changed
immediately by the U.S. Marshals to look like Lee Harvey Oswald.”
“Well Loughner is never going to be seen again and no live shots of him were released,
but just a remembrance of a crazy mentally ill 22 year‐old who went on a rampage.
Adam will commit suicide at the scene so there is no remembrance except for the few
photos the IT Dept. are working on right now.
“What should I tell the NRA?”
“Tell them we are ditching the video game angle and they will get their PR they
demand.”
And, years later the official narrative keeps changing and evolving to include more legislation, more
mental health agenda, more memorial holidays to remember, and more flags to lower. More
compartmentalized studies of psychology have been launched to study how to hack the mind.
Pieces were cut, pasted, and arranged until the official story was perfected. A complete detailed
script of a mentally challenged and reclusive young man, with no friends, who had not spoken to his
brother in years nor has ties anymore with his father. A story where Adam just decided one
December morning to kill his mother, go to the Sandy Hook school in her car loaded with an arsenal
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of weapons. A man that was allegedly let into the elementary school by the principal and began his
killing rampage on a class of First Graders. Killing others and then commits suicide.

Adam Lanza (alleged dead by suicide Sandy Hook school shooter)
The Suspect, the Family, and the Sandy Hook Production
At first, it was reported that Ryan Lanza, 24, was the shooting suspect, but soon the information was
scrubbed and now we are told that it was 20‐year‐old Adam Lanza – Ryan Lanza’s younger brother.
The official story reported by law enforcement and media claimed they mistakenly identified the
suspect as Ryan Lanza. Other reports clarify that Adam had Ryan’s identification on him. Ryan was
allegedly questioned in Hoboken, N.J., where law enforcement determined that he was not involved.
Ryan claims he had not been in contact with his brother since 2010. Ryan’s friend, a former Jersey AP
journalist, Brett Wilshe, claims that Lanza told him, “the gunman may have had his
identification,” according to MyFOX8. It is unclear how Adam had Ryan's identification when he
claimed he had not seen his brother in almost two years.
Ryan, the older brother, referred to his brother as the ‘gunman’ to a close friend rather than calling
him his brother. Ryan also allegedly posted on his Facebook account, “It wasn't me,” and “I was at
work.” The family later claims, that Ryan's Facebook was hijacked and an, "impersonator behind Ryan
Lanza’s Facebook page, falsely claiming to be Newtown shooter’s brother."
The NY Post published his official Ryan Lanza FB page but now it is expired. Ryan chose a Facebook
name titled "official.RyanLanza01" page. When searching the "Way Back Machine," there was only
one archive in 2013 and no other archives of the page can be found.
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Top: AP Press released photos of Adam Lanza; Middle: AP Press; Bottom: Gawker Ryan Lanza
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Initially, "the girlfriend" was reported missing along with a friend. According to KPLU, “One of the
officials said earlier Friday that a girlfriend of one of the Lanza brothers and another friend were
missing in New Jersey. Subsequently, the third official said police had talked with the girlfriend. One of
the friends had to be reached in California, so it took some time.”
One of the Lanza brothers? Why did they fail to report if it was Adam's girlfriend or Ryan's girlfriend?
If Adam was a loner and didn't have any friends then we could assume he did not have a girlfriend.
But, if Ryan was detained for questioning in New Jersey it was more than likely they were looking for
the missing girlfriend of Ryan Lanza. However, the girlfriend was immediately scrubbed from the
Sandy Hook story so it is unclear just exactly who she was and why she was considered missing.
It is assumed through released FBI documents that Ryan was interviewed the morning of the
shooting. However, while reading the redacted named documents, the story flows just like the
mainstream on the day of the shooting suggesting the script was being played and Ryan is referred to
as an "Actor" in one of the police reports.

Full image available here: http://thegovernmentrag.com/actor‐ryan‐questioned‐in‐hoboken‐
police.jpeg
It is also reported that the alleged murderer, now identified as the younger brother, Adam Lanza, was
let into the school with his weapons and went on a chilling rampage; killing 20 children and 6 adults,
his mother, and then himself. These weapons allegedly were registered to Nancy Lanza, the suspect’s
dead mother. Nancy was originally reported by the press she worked at the school, but later these
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accusations were denied. However, there are many reports still published with these claims. It was
then reported she was just a substitute teacher, but then that was scrubbed. She was reported to be
found dead at her upscale home in Connecticut, where suspect Adam Lanza lived. She allegedly was
shot in the face by her 20‐year‐old son before he went on this killing spree at the Sandy Hook School.
Why?
According to Breitbart, Lanza had Asperger Syndrome and another “personality disorder,” based on
an ABC News report. He was described by neighbors as being ‘odd’ having obsessive‐compulsive
disorder, and being a loner type. Breitbart also reported that Nancy Lanza taught Kindergarten at the
school. According to Penn State Hershey’s A.D.A.M Encyclopedia, Asperger Syndrome is:
“Asperger syndrome is often considered a high functioning form of autism. It can lead
to difficulty interacting socially, repeat behaviors, and clumsiness.” “Hans Asperger
labeled this disorder “autistic psychopathy” in 1944. The exact cause is unknown. More
than likely, an abnormality in the brain is the cause of Asperger syndrome and “The
condition appears to be more common in boys than in girls. Although people with
Asperger syndrome often have difficulty socially, many have above‐average intelligence.
They may excel in fields such as computer programming and science.”
Interestingly, “Adam Lanza is described as being gifted, as many Autistic people are often gifted in
certain areas. It was reported on several platforms that Adam withdrew from school and did not have
many friends but enjoyed computers and being with his mom. He was also said to be a nerd.
According to Business Insider: "The 20‐year‐old suspected of America’s worst mass school shooting at
Sandy Hook Elementary in Connecticut was a “nerd” who enjoyed playing online computer games.”
It was reported Adam Lanza at one time had seen Dr. Paul L. Fox, Psychiatrist, during his high school
years. Interestingly enough, according to News Times, Dr. Fox surrendered his license after being
accused of sexually assaulting a woman. He then fled the country and is now living in New Zealand. It
is intriguing that in the 2011 Safeway shooting, the media played for weeks on the mind control script
that Jared Lee Loughner had a lack of mental illness diagnosis and failed to investigate the truth or
purposely failed to report that Jared Loughner had actually been treated for mental issues by a
psychologist. Many alleged 'shooters' have the same common factor of seeing a mental health
professional.
In the article I published in 2012, titled, So long Loughner: A Life Sentence for a Framed Patsy," Jared
(the Tucson Safeway shooter) saw a psychologist by the name of Dr. Thomas Brittain in 2007. He had
a private practice in Tucson and was later sub‐contracted by the Department of Defense (DOD). Dr.
Brittain died following the shooting just two weeks prior to the death of Gabrielle Giffords’ author,
Jeffrey Zaslow, columnist and former employee of Wall Street Journal and Sun Times. Zaslow was
killed in a car accident. For those who are unaware, Gabrielle Giffords was the Congresswoman
allegedly shot by Jared Loughner, who took the position after the shooting as an extreme gun control
advocate and is in the forefront of gun‐control and plays an important role after every suspicious
false‐flag event. The media suppressed the killing of Judge John Roll who was one of the six shot dead
Saturday morning.
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THE MOTHER ‐ NANCY LANZA

AP Press ‐ Nancy Lanza
According to an article written by the Daily Mail, “Last night it also emerged Nancy was a member of
the Doomsday Prepper's movement, which believes people should prepare for future catastrophes.
Her former sister‐in law Marsha said she had turned her home ‘into a fortress’. She added: ‘Nancy had
a survivalist philosophy which is why she was stockpiling guns. She had them for defense. ‘She was
stockpiling food. She grew up on a farm in New Hampshire. She was skilled with guns. We talked
about preppers and preparing for the economy collapsing.” (of course, this script is in perfect
alignment with the advertising going on around the Internet to "stock‐up" and so, it would be fair to
say the government is on the "look‐out" for those stocking up... )...
What is a doomsday prepper anyway? Are they referring to people whom over stock on items and
food just like our grandparents did due to a financial crisis or someone that actually thinks war or
hard times are coming? We do know that Nancy was really a 'prepper' but we can assume if she had a
lot of money that she probably stocked up on several items.
Nancy was reported by her brother to be a stockbroker, not a teacher. Some have reported just
financial industry ties. CNN stated, “Nancy Lanza had earlier worked in finance in Boston and
Connecticut, said a friend who knew her well but didn't want her name published. Nancy Lanza had
retired or was on a break from her career, but she was not a teacher, the friend said."
She allegedly lived alone with her son, had guns, and taught her kids how to practice shoot, was a
prepper, home‐schooled Adam after removing him from the school system, and could have been
unemployed at the time of the shooting. She apparently liked good beer and hung out at the local
bar, as acquaintance Dan Holmes reported to media. Holmes, who owns a landscaping business, also
said, “Nancy was a gun collector, and that she showed off a rifle she had recently purchased,”
according to CNN.
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Adam's father, Peter Lanza was reportedly paying his mother Nancy over $240,000 a year as part of
the divorce settlement from Peter Lanza, who at the time was reported as an executive at General
Electric. Nancy was also reported to have loved landscaping and gardening. However, according to
the publicly released divorce decree, it says Nancy and Peter are both to remain the property owners
of their home in Sandy Hook as part of the divorce but that Nancy is to sell the home and move out
before February 28th, 2011. The shooting happened December 14th, 2012. Several initial reports
claimed no one was living in the home. Was Nancy already moved out of the home? This document,
which is shady anyway because half the document looks legal and half of it says it is a draft.
https://www.scribd.com/doc/117174624/2687‐001#download&from_embed
Nancy Lanza's sister‐in‐law Marsha revealed that Nancy Lanza "had traveled to nine cities in three
countries because she wanted out of the mansion she shared with her troubled son Adam ‐ and could
have known the end was coming," according to Daily Mail. Unfortunately, Marsha died in 2016 so no
more questions can be asked.
However, the ATF (Special Assistant Agent Gene Marquez) said, “we have not been able to uncover
any evidence that the mother and the son were actively engaged in going to the gun ranges,
practicing marksmanship, or anything of that nature.” Initially, USA TODAY reported the shooter’s
parents (plural) have been found dead in their New Jersey home. New Jersey? Parents? Ryan Lanza
(brother) was reportedly questioned in New Jersey the morning of the shooting...
THE FATHER ‐ PETER LANZA
Peter Lanza is or at the time was an executive/president at GE Capital. According to numerous
reports, Peter Lanza drove to New Jersey to talk to the FBI and police. Neither Peter nor his oldest
son were said to be under suspicion at the time even though he was identified first as being the
suspect. Both Peter and his eldest son Ryan work at the accounting giant Ernst & Young. Ryan
followed his father’s footsteps and worked in the industry for approximately 4 years. Tax practice is
the firm’s specialty. According to Hollywood Gossip, “[Ryan] is a tax guy and he is clean as a whistle.”
Hummmm – only the taxman…
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However, Ryan's "clean as a whistle" firm according to Bloomberg, "Ernst & Young LLP will be sued for
fraud by New York Attorney General Andrew Cuomo for allegedly helping Lehman Brothers Holdings
Inc. mislead investors, according to a person familiar with the matter." However, research shows
Cuomo has his own pockets of documented deep corruption.
In addition, just a few months before the Sandy Hook shooting, Ex‐GE Bankers Get Prison Sentences
For Rigging Muni Bonds... Was Peter Lanza due to testify in the Libor Scandal following the shooting?
There were dozens of articles following the Sandy Hook shooting exposing the Libor Scandal, GE, as
well as Ernest & Young fraud scandal. There is still so many unanswered questions to this man who
disappeared from the media following the Sandy Hook shooting after his son, Adam allegedly went
on a killing spree. Peter initially claimed to the media "he wished Adam was dead" while paying an
astronomical amount of alimony to the dead ex‐wife and hasn't heard anything about him again.
Maybe he is living in Switzerland now and enjoying the weather?

Adam and Ryan's name can be found in his grandfather's obituary, Peter Salvatore Lanza, 1927‐2010,
who worked for 37 years for The John Hancock Life Insurance Company and belonged to several
organizations including the Victor Emmanuel Lodge of the Sons of Italy. One interesting point about
Adam's grandfather Peter Salvatore Lanza is he lived on NEWTOWN Rd in Plastow, N.H.
Adam's name in this obituary does not prove anything. His name could have been added by the
spooks back in 2010. Sandy Hook event had to have major planning and could have been planned as
early as 2009. Could Adam have disappeared? Was he fabricated? Did he commit suicide prior to this
event? We can only keep asking questions.
The Social Security Death Index at the time immediately following the shooting did have an Adam
Lanza listed as deceased the day before the shooting.
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However, a recent inquiry to a "secret agent" with Wikileaks about Adam Lanza's date of death
resulted in the following reply:
Thank you for the reply. So, I have a few more questions... Adam Lanza was a "c" for
correction. Please tell me what the original mistake was and why it was corrected.
Also,
Back when I wrote this article:
http://www.thegovernmentrag.com/so‐long‐loughner‐a‐life‐sentence‐for‐a‐framed‐
patsy.html
I posted the 9/11 babies who had died but Christina Taylor‐Green was shot dead
(allegedly) in 2011. She still does not show up dead in the SS Death Index... Any reasons
you may have as of why?
See attached pic I put in my article.
Thank you,
Stephanie Sledge
FIND OUT THE TRUTH
THE GOVERNMENT RAG ‐ Educational Alternative News Source Home Page
Investigative Journalism and Truth News and Headlines
All Rights Reserved, The Government Rag, 2019
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ Original Message ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
Subject: Re: More information please about your SSDMF
From: secret‐agent@wikileaks.hm
Date: Sun, March 03, 2019 7:19 pm
To: Stephanie <atruerag@thegovernmentrag.com>
Most of the names on
http://cancelthesefunerals.com/monthly/ma130201.txt are dead persons,
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but a handful were wrongly added to that file and were still living.
The ones marked D instead of C or A are to be deleted because they
were added to a previous edition when the person was not dead.
Quoting Stephanie <atruerag@thegovernmentrag.com>:
> Hello,
> I was on your site and I am confused on what the "cancel these funerals"
> page means. Are you saying the names on the list provided are not dead?
> Please clarify!
>
> http://cancelthesefunerals.com/monthly/ma130201.txt
>
> Thank you,
> Stephanie Sledge
Note: I have not received a follow up email since the most recent inquiry but Adam P. Lanza is
listed in the SSDMF as "C" for corrected. Another interesting note is following these inquiries,
immediately I received a notice from Godaddy that Lenny Pozner, the alleged father of one of the
dead children at Sandy Hook filed a "copyright" infringement against The Government Rag. It is
obvious that Lenny Pozner is a scammer and player who is out to keep the lie of Sandy Hook going.
Pozner has filed numerous copyright claims and defamation claims against dozens of Sandy Hook
researchers.
However, I must ask the question of whether Adam Lanza had already committed suicide prior to
Sandy based on information the online user named "Kaynbred." If Adam was a actual person and not
fictional, then was he dead prior to the shooting?
Reed Coleman, Sandy Hook Lighthouse, discovers some interesting facts about Adam Lanza and his
online gaming prior to the Sandy Hook shooting:
Kaynbred appears ‐‐ The first appearance of Adam Lanza’s “Kaynbred” online identity
was on April 1st, 2009, at the gun discussion forum Glocktalk (link is to my post about
it last year.) So, roughly a year before the Bushmaster and Saiga arrive in the home, and
over 2 years before the actual Glock was purchased. Adam was just about to turn 17 at
the time, and was taking classes at Western Connecticut State University.
Kaynbred’s glocktalk posts — the ones that survive, at least — couldn’t really be more
innocuous. He merely asks a few questions related to PC hardware, creating and
contributing to threads like “Adding Ram?“, “What are the specs of your home
desktop?” and “Which Mouse for Gaming?” …despite having joined a gun forum, his
posts there have nothing to do with guns. It’s possible that the administrators at
Glocktalk erased all of the gun‐related threads he had contributed to, in advance of the
leak of the Kaynbred account in July 2013. Or, maybe it was just a forum he already
frequented for firearms research, and had come to trust it well enough for other topics
as well. Regarding the topic of PC repairs, it’s worth noting that he was taking a course
“A+ Computer Repair” at the time; perhaps he was multitasking his homework with his
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gun research. Whatever the reason, the last time he logs into glocktalk was on January
26th, 2010.
Less than a month after creating that account, on May 2nd 2009, Lanza sets up another
Kaynbred profile. This one, at NortheastShooters.com (link is to my post on the
subject,) is even more sparse in its posting history. Not a single Kaynbred post surived, if
there ever were any to begin with.
Another month later, on June 7th 2009, Lanza registers the Kaynbred profile on
wikipedia. As I have covered in detail already in this post, his activities there specifically
concern the weapons used by several mass shooters. All of his edits and talk‐page
contributions occur between August 2009 and February 2010. He nitpicks over
ammunition types, and generally tightens up the specifications of the weapons used in
each case, and is obviously, in retrospect, weighing the effectiveness of each weapon.
Later in August 2009, Lanza registers another Kaynbred account, this one at firearms
discussion forum TheHighRoad.org (link is to my post about it.) This time, he is
posting exclusively about firearms: the legality of an CZ Vz. 58 under Connecticut’s assult
rifles ban (“AK‐47 type” legality and the CZ Vz. 58?), the feasibility and legality of
“upgrading” a select‐fire rifle to fully‐automatic (Modifying Select‐Fire to Fully‐
Automatic) and the legality of the Kel‐Tec SU‐16C given its barrel length, again in
regards to CT assault‐weapons laws (“Kel‐Tec SU‐16C Legality?). He is clearly researching
which weapon will equate to the maximum firepower, for his purposes, that he can get
away with under Connecticut law. All of these posts take place, once again,
between August 2009 and February 2010.
Several months later, in September 2009, Adam registers the name Kaynbred as a player
profile in the online game Combat Arms. He soon joins a “pistols only” clan, MG14c. In
the clan’s forum, he expresses his (in‐game) preference for the Glock 23, and his hopes to
eventually unlock the Saiga shotgun (mere months before he would acquire one himself.)
His fellow MG14c clan members, in a thread entitled simply “Kayn” from February 3rd
2010, record that Adam had mentioned that he hoped to one day be in the military:

Despite the thread title being his nickname, Kaynbred never replied to it. He had already
deleted all of his posts to this forum, and by March 2nd 2010, members are discussing
how he has recently quit the clan.
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It’s possible that Combat Arms was itself part of Adam’s “gun shopping” phase; while
the game is nowhere close to the level of realism needed to be useful in rating the real‐
life versions of the firearms it features, he may well have thought it would be. But just
as likely, he was playing Combat Arms to indulge in his fantasy of Glock ownership (by
far his weapon of choice in the game) before he could get his hands on some real
firepower. And now that he knew that some was on the way, it was time to retire one
identity, and adopt another.
Kaynbred Goes Dark
Adam’s internet footprint abruptly shifts just before his 18th birthday, right around the
time of the AR‐15 purchase. In late‐February/early‐March 2010, Kaynbred vanishes from
the internet.
Northeastshooters, Glocktalk, wikipedia… he logs off of all of them and never returns. No
more questions about assault rifles in Connecticut, no more Wikipedia edits cementing
which guns killers used. This is because he is done shopping. His spreadsheet/scoreboard
of mass killers is completed, and based on that research, he has chosen his load‐out, and
submitted his request to Nancy.
The Bushmaster arrived in the Lanza home right in time for Adam’s 18th birthday. He
had reached adulthood, as far the law is concerned.
It must have been a short window of optimism for Adam, after he received the AR‐15,
but before his parents woke him from his unrealistic dream that he would ever serve in
the armed forces.
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“Wannabe‐military” was the best weapon he would ever get, and all he would ever
be. But Adam was going to carry out a mission anyway.
It’s right at this point, clinging to his vision of himself as a soldier, that Adam creates a
new online persona and shifts into his next phase: “Kaynbred” was for researching every
mass killer in history and their firearms; “Smiggles” would be for showing off that
knowledge, while he trained for the event. He submits the sum of his concluded research
to the Super Columbine Massacre RPG forum in March of 2010, among his first posts to
that forum.

The filename for his spreadsheet, colgam01, is short for Columbine Game, and suggests
that he had planned to present it to the community there all along. Adam Lanza found
the SCMRPG forum in September 2006, after all. It was another three years before he
felt comfortable registering there. When he finally does, he thus introduces himself as an
expert and colleague, not the curious window‐shopper Kaynbred acted as. Adam had
turned 18, and he had graduated.
However, I want to add an Editor's note to the above information. The author writes about Sandy
Hook discoveries that give the indication that the author subscribes to the script that Adam Lanza
went on a mission to research and investigate mass murderers and then created a list of them. He
also gives the impression he concludes Adam, having subscribed to many online video games that he
sought out and then acquired the weapons for the alleged school shooting he was going to carry
out...
The author concludes that Adam signed off from all his online gaming for good under this name
because "he was done shopping."
“This is because he is done shopping.” He concludes:
The sum of this information is that it all points to Adam shopping for weapons, and Nancy buying
them for him. At best, the reality of the situation was #4, in the scale I introduced in the beginning of
this post. She bought these weapons for Adam, at his specific request for each gun, and he had full
access to them, on his side of the house. No guns were ever “stolen” from Nancy. This assertion is
based on the dates of the purchases, the locations of the guns in the home, and Adam’s proven access
to them.
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Let’s further test this conclusion: given Adam’s nature and the planning that went into his crime, we
can assume that he would have selected these specific guns only after some extensive pre‐buying
research. And indeed, we see that reflected in his online footprint in the months leading up to his 18th
birthday. His “shopping research” was in fact the “Comprehensive list of mass killers and their
attributes” that he was assembling during this same period.
But, what if Adam (if even real) actually put the list together for enemies to fight on the Internet
video games he was playing? What if the guns acquired were a result of the guns he chose online as a
militarized video game player given the specific scenario instructions of a school shooting? DARPA
(Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency) was announcing even in 2009 they were exploring,
experimenting, and studying online video games for their super‐soldier projects.
Remember, Janet Napolitano (America's Homeland Security) big sis at the time, did announce prior to
the Sandy Hook shooting and just following the Tucson shooting, that Americans will be seeing an
increase on school shootings, mall shootings, and theatre shootings.
Now, we skip ahead to today by following up with these announcements years later we can see in
2019, the New Zealand shooting is a clear Hoax and they are using video gaming as the primary
avenue to lure Americans and those living in countries they feel need to be disarmed, as Jack Mullen,
points out in his latest article. https://blog.thegovernmentrag.com/2019/03/23/post‐new‐zealand‐
hoax‐whats‐next‐for‐europeans/
This is amazing and I encourage others to read the above article to understand the depth of these
psychological experiments taking place across the world. Not only experiments but real terrorism
using fear, sorrow, hate, anger, coding, deception, and more to disarm the world. Why are the
Jewish‐infiltrators so scared of a planet full of weapons? Is it revenge for the world waking up to a
faked WWII holocaust story that has been taught over and over for years? Just think about how many
WWII heroes America lost over a lie.
Read Jack Mullen's article: SANDY HOOK HOAX, THE GERMAN HOLOCAUST AND THE REAL FINAL
SOLUTION
http://thegovernmentrag.com/sandy_hook_hoax_the_germans_holocaust_and_the_real_final_solut
ion_.html
However, DARPA did a lousy job trying to make it a 'real' live event. I would give them a ‐10 as my
score. The media must have been paid big sponsorship bucks to carry out the Sandy Hook script. I
wrote extensively about the connection just 11 months prior into my real time investigation in the
Tucson shooting starring Jared Lee Loughner and former congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords and her
famous husband and 'hero' astronaut Mark Kelly. Later, I will tell you just how deep it goes... Was
Adam's list of guns based off his choice of weapons on a DAPRA created platform to fight his chosen
enemies of a video game?
Do they choose their players or patsies based on super‐soldier projects? I have concluded over the
last few years they also have created programs inside the mainstream and AP Press platforms to help
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identify the most investigative minds who could see through the games. I myself, as well as others
have been on the top hit list of reverse engineers of the truth. Just read Dr. James Fetzer's inquisitive
book: Nobody Died at Sandy Hook.
So, Did Adam check out of his gaming for good because he committed suicide?
Adam's psychiatrist, Dr. Paul Fox surrendered his license, destroyed Adam's records before the law
allows, fled to New Zealand wanted on sexual assault charges, and was recently arrested in Maine.
According to the Hartford Courant, “Brookfield detectives traveled to Paul Fox’s
residence in Peaks Island, Maine, to take him into custody Wednesday with the
assistance of Homeland Security Agents. Fox was charged with three counts of second‐
degree sexual assault.” This is news. The last information that was known about Fox was
that he was living and working in New Zealand. It would be of interest to know when,
exactly, Fox returned to the states and whether he has been practicing psychiatry in
Maine. But this arrest, now, seems odd. After all, Fox’s alleged sexual assault problems
have been public record since at least July 2012. So why the sudden interest in Dr. Paul
Fox? The Hartford Courant broke the story of Fox “voluntarily” surrendering his license to
practice medicine in Connecticut and New York, before departing the country for New
Zealand in 2012. And upon learning of Fox’s position as Lanza’s primary psychiatrist,
AbleChild filed a FOIA for the investigative file on Fox’s alleged sexual assault, along with
a FOIA for the mental health, toxicology and autopsy records of Adam Lanza, (AbleChild
vs. Chief Medical Examiner). The investigation into Fox and the allegations of sexual
assault, conducted by Diane Cybulski, Supervising Nurse Consultant, Health Quality and
Safety Branch of the Department of Public Health, included not only alleged sexual
misconduct, but also several other issues, including the distribution of controlled
substances according to Exhibit P, (CVS Pharmacy Records), questionable billing
practices and patient records retention.
The state waited a year to reveal Lanza saw Dr. Paul Fox. Legislation also was swept through based on
the shooting without even knowing there was a psychiatrist involved. Just to pitch a theory, following
the Tucson shooting, the script was Loughner was a young man that suffered from undiagnosed
mental illness and had a "lack of diagnosis" and if he would have gotten help, maybe then someone
would have recognized it, helped him, and then the shooting would have never happened. However,
it was revealed later that Loughner actually did see a psychologist with a top DOD clearance but AP
and mainstream did everything during the gun debates to suppress this information.
Jared saw a psychologist by the name of Dr. Thomas Brittain in 2007. He had a private
practice in Tucson and was later sub‐contracted by the Department of Defense (DOD).
Dr. Brittain died earlier this year just two weeks prior to the death of Gabrielle Giffords’
author, Jeffrey Zaslow, columnist and former employee of Wall Street Journal and Sun
Times.
http://www.thegovernmentrag.com/so‐long‐loughner‐a‐life‐sentence‐for‐a‐framed‐
patsy.html
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The Weapons Adam Allegedly Chose:
The weapons Adam allegedly brought to the scene that day consisted of a Bushmaster .223 semi‐
automatic rifle and two handguns. The handguns were a Glock 9‐mm handgun and a Sig Sauer 9‐mm
handgun. Police also claim they found .223 shell casings. Glocks and Sig Sauer are very popular guns
with military and law enforcement officers because they can easily and quickly be reloaded. An
additional shotgun was reported found on the unedited police broadcast as they were searching the
car. How can a 20‐year‐old autistic gunman, loaded with weapons and hundreds of rounds of
ammunition, be allowed into the school and still be able to maneuver around and kill all these
people? The hand‐full of arms reported by the young autistic man does not appear to be realistic. The
amount of reported weapons brought to the scene that morning as well as the description of the
actual shooting itself gives the impression this alleged shooting was carried out by a highly trained
militarized individual and not a 20‐year old reclusive young man suffering from Asperger's syndrome.
More inconsistencies are found when a .223‐caliber rifle was also allegedly recovered “in the trunk of
a car” later, in the school’s parking lot. If this is the case then why is it dark out when searching this
vehicle? The shooting happened after 9:30 am EST... it was clearly bright and sunny at this time.
Update: According to an article written by Niall Bradley,
“Later on, at 19.10′, an officer who sounds out of breath, like he’s just given chase,
reports what I think sounds like “these guys” followed certainly by “multiple weapons,
including long rifles and shotgun”. If these were found so early on, why were they not
included in the initial press reports which stated that three firearms had been found –
the above mentioned Glock, Sig Sauer and Bushmaster AR‐15 rifle? Further conflicting,
and possibly planted evidence was thrown into the mix by ‘law enforcement officials’
when they published video footage of a long weapon being retrieved from the trunk of a
car. Look closely and you’ll see that it’s a shotgun, not a rifle. In addition, this ‘discovery’
was made late in the day (it’s dark outside), while the Bushmaster rifle was first reported
found “in the trunk of a car” much earlier in the day. This would logically suggest that
the rifle and shotgun were found in the trunks of two different cars.”
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More facts arise revealing the corrupt Jewish owned media will not disclose to the American public. A
criminal and premeditated attempt to dupe the nation.
For more detailed information see: HAS JUDEA DECLARED WAR ON AMERICA? by Jack Mullen &
Stephanie Sledge
THE DISPATCH TAPES REVEAL MORE THAN THE LONE DEAD BY SUICIDE GUNMAN
The shooter was reported dead at the scene with two hand guns next to him. Multiple accounts as
well as the police broadcasts confirm that the shooter was dead at the scene by alleged suicide. Early
accounts claim the shooter was wearing a bulletproof vest and dressed in black fatigue. Notice how
the recent shootings lately have been described in black gear. Jared Lee Loughner was initially
reported wearing black pants, black hoodie, with a black beanie. The second shooter was described
as wearing Grey sweats and white t‐shirt. The third shooter was described as wearing khaki shorts
and t‐shirt. However, that was instantly reduced down to the lone‐wolf gunman, just as the Sikh
shooting and the Aurora Batman movie theatre shooting.
In the police broadcasts, the first officer on the scene says the window on the front of the school was
smashed out. The other media reports say the shooter was let into the school by the principal. The
evidence is hard to ignore considering school glass is reinforced with wire mesh, as Detective George
Freund pointed out in his broadcast on Conspiracy Cafe. Shooting the glass will still be hard to shatter
considering the wire mesh is to protect from this. They do this so the glass would not blow out onto
the students.
Detective George Freund points out the following anomalies while airing the original police
broadcasts (https://vimeo.com/55681317):
1. The alleged shooter Adam Lanza is reported dead at the scene. The dispatch tapes clearly say,
"we have a suspect down."
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2. The window at entrance of the school is allegedly shot out but school glass is reinforced with
mesh to prevent the glass blowing inward.
3. It was reported the principle let the alleged shooter in so how did the glass get broken from
the angle the media shows us?
4. Dispatch tapes from law enforcement in the school clearly states they have a "party in
custody."
5. It is reported on the raw dispatch tapes a "description went out for a second shooter" and two
other shadows were seen. This does not add up when the final suspect is reported dead by
suicide.
6. How does a severe autistic 20 year‐old man carry four firearms into the school and still have
the ability to open doors and reload?
Why would the principal let the shooter in if he had an arsenal of weapons? According to the NY
Times, “The principal had buzzed Mr. Lanza in because she recognized him as the son of a colleague.
Moments later, she was shot dead when she went to investigate the sounds of gunshots. The school
psychologist was also among those who died.” According to this article, Nancy home‐schooled Adam
after she had confrontations with the school board.
The principal, Dawn Lafferty Hochsprung, who just entered a Ph.D. program at Estevez School of
Education at the Sage Colleges in New York, tweeted, “Safety first at Sandy Hook…It’s a beautiful
day for our annual evacuation drill!”

Likewise, Business Insider reports the original tweet was from October ‐ not the day of the shooting.
"Sandy Hook Elementary School principal Dawn Hochsprung, who was allegedly killed in Friday’s
massacre, Tweeted this photo back in October with the caption, “Safety first at Sandy Hook… It’s a
beautiful day for our annual evacuation drill!” However, some question the validity of the tweet itself
considering the Connecticut police began threatening prosecution for misinformation released to the
media.
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Two days after the shooting, police began threatening social media posters and frauds:
"Misinformation is being posted on social media sites," Connecticut State Police Lt. J.
Paul Vance said at a news conference Sunday. "These issues are crimes. They will be
investigated, statewide and federally, and prosecution will take place when people
perpetrating this information are identified." In some cases, Vance said, people are
posing as the dead gunman, Adam Lanza. Some are assuming other identities associated
with the shooting — and some of the information has been threatening. One such threat
caused the evacuation of a church in Newtown during Sunday Mass. Archdiocese
spokesman Brian Wallace says a threatening phone call caused officials to evacuate St.
Rose of Lima Catholic Church, where many residents have gathered to seek solace from
the tragedy. The Newtown school shooting has been a story particularly vulnerable to
false information, starting with the misidentification of the shooter by law enforcement
and media on Friday. Since then, officials have been careful with the information they do
release, warning that it may be weeks before many questions are answered."
https://web.archive.org/web/20130126053737/http://www.kplu.org/post/social‐media‐pranksters‐
will‐be‐prosecuted‐officials‐warn‐newtown
Interestingly enough, according to Veteran’s Today,
“Listed among the slain school teachers and administrative staff was the school
principal, 47‐year‐old Dawn Hochsprung. Right here we encounter our first problem:
The Newtown Bee
December 14, 2012
Sandy Hook School Principal Dawn Hochsprung told The Bee that a masked man entered
the school with a rifle and started shooting multiple shots – more than she could count –
that went “on and on.”
How could the principal have survived to give this statement to local press describing
what happened … if she was one of the first to be killed? Incidentally, The Newtown
Bee‘s article was taken down on Monday December 17th. Of course, a plausible
explanation is that a reporter mistook another teacher for the principal.”
archive:
https://web.archive.org/web/20121216154620/http://newtownbee.com/News/News/2
012‐12‐14__11‐05‐
25/Shooting%20Reported%20Sandy%20Hook%20Elementary%20School
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Shadows were also reported by the officer to be seen running past the gym by a teacher of the
alleged shooter. How can this be? I thought they have a suspect down and Adam Lanza was found
dead by suicide? This is absolute direct evidence that others were seen and fleeing from the school.
The officer claims they are “coming at me” and sounds panicked on the broadcast. Another officer
says, “Be aware, we could have a second shooter.” It also appears the officer uses the word ‘drill’
while talking to someone in a supervisor position (assumed).
According to the police broadcast, a description goes out for a second shooter. They also say there is
a suspect down (dead) and a party in custody. This coincides with Mike Bellamy’s report on WICC 600
that one shooter is dead and a second shooter was being drug out from a wooded area and
handcuffed. This Sandy Hook story has become one GIANT mess! How can we believe the alleged
lone‐gunman (Adam Lanza) killed his mother, then drove to the school in her vehicle, was then let
into the school massively armed and all dressed in black and pulled this off before killing himself? We
can't... this story is one elaborate LIE contrived to deceive Americans. We must beLIEve!
Another witness (an unknown kid) tells media WABC AP Press there were "lots of banging was going
on" and he thought it was the custodian knocking stuff down. The witness hears screaming and then
the police came in and said, “Is he in there?” He said they went to a safe place, which was the closet
in the gym. The police were then knocking on doors and began to evacuate the school. Police were at
every door and then led the kids to the firehouse it is reported.
The young witness also said while they were being evacuated he saw a man pinned down to the
ground with handcuffs on. This also coincides with another witness that was interviewed by CBS
News and claims that they did walk a guy out of the woods in handcuffs and was sitting inside the
police car as he was being interviewed. He was described as “dressed in ‘camo’ pants and a dark
jacket. He walked by the witness and said to the parents, “I didn't do it.”
Another report by a local CBS affiliate was also reporting a second gunman and said, “Police believe
there may be a second gunman and are looking for a red or maroon van with its back window blown
out…”
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Suddenly, the second shooter was scrubbed from the ridiculous and terribly written script…
Ctrl+alt+delete. Go back to sleep… Now, it's back to the lone‐gunman who went on a disgruntled
shooting rampage and then turned the gun on himself. Never‐mind the rest of the reports. We are
supposed to just ignore them now...
THE CAR AGAIN
Interestingly enough, in another report that came from the London Daily Mail notes a black Honda
with New Jersey plates. It states, “Two handguns have been recovered at the scene and police have
cordoned off a black Honda with New Jersey plates believed to belong to the dead shooter.” New
Jersey Plates? Wait, the so‐called lone‐gunman's mother's car reported and showed on the
lamestream platforms has Connecticut plates with clearly the license plate‐ 872 YEO.

IT'S GETTING EVEN MORE CONFUSING..
A Newark Star‐Ledger article has been discovered noting that a driver of a ‘stolen black Honda’ with
NJ plates (assumed) drove the car on a train platform and smashed into an outdoor holiday display in
Denville, NJ in the early am. The suspect tried to elude the police and get away after getting the car
stuck on a train platform. He was arrested and held on $100,000 bond. The question remains
unanswered as why it was reported the killer's car had NJ plates and if the stolen black Honda is even
part of the formula. The stolen vehicle incident was approximately five hours prior to the shooting.
The kid was allegedly chased through the woods. The car was stolen in Metuchen, NJ.
However, the car at the scene, according to Red Dirt Report,
“Hmmm. 872 YEO. Connecticut plates. And yet this car is not registered to the Lanzas.
It’s registered to a petty thief and sex offender named Christopher Rodia. The media has
tried to say this is the shooter’s car. Maybe it is – maybe it is a different shooter?” and
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“Early on, the UK Daily Mail was reporting the shooter’s car had NJ plates – which are
yellow. But in the aerial shots, I could see that they were blue – CT plates. Not sure how
they got that so wrong early on. I emailed the DM reporter about and never heard back
from her. Lots of curious inconsistencies with this entire event. An intellectually honest
person can see that.”
Initially, it was reported through dispatch tapes Christopher Rodia was the owner of the car but some
say the "dispatch' tapes were crossing over many different traffic stops. Either way, his name was ran
the morning of the shooting. However, Christopher Rodia denies his car was at the scene and has an
alibi...
“He says he was miles away in Greenwich, getting a warning for illegally parking in a fire
zone.”
“I was with my niece driving my mother’s sage green Nissan,” the 43‐year‐old Norwalk
resident said.
“Greenwich Detective Vincent O’Banner remembers pulling Rodia over in that city
around the time of the Newtown shootings. “I do remember that,” he said. “I gave him a
verbal warning.“
Now, the license plate is now registered to the Dane County Sheriff's Department in Wisconsin as a
police interceptor... How can this be? Could this be more evidence this was a massive inside
intelligence operation as previously questioned involving Israeli trained law enforcement operatives
and insiders from all over the country?
https://phibetaiota.net/2018/09/stephanie‐sledge‐in‐solidarity‐with‐alex‐jones‐sandy‐hooks‐curious‐
car‐licensed‐to‐dane‐country‐sheriffs‐department‐madison‐wi/
Still, Adam Lanza was reported to have brought his mother's car to the scene that day... How can the
law enforcement show a car on a tow truck in the early am and then show another car claiming to be
Adam's mothers searched in the dark finding more weapons?
ABC News also originally reported, “A second gunman is apparently at large. Car‐to‐car searches are
underway.” How can this be justified when law enforcement declared the lone gun‐man dead by
suicide?
Lanza was allegedly dressed in black fatigues during the chilling rampage. According to The Atlantic
Wire, “Lanza reportedly wore combat gear and possibly a mask while carrying a Glock 9mm pistol, a
Sig‐Sauer pistol, and a civilian version of the military’s M4 carbine into a school full of five to 10 year
olds, many of whom hid with teachers in closets and under desks.”
The article also states, “Lt. Vance just finished another briefing with reporters. Adam Lanza was
identified as the shooter by police for the first time, and his death was officially confirmed as a suicide.
Vance acknowledged that the AR‐15 rifle was the primary weapon used, and confirmed the existence
of a fourth weapon at the scene of the crime. Vance said Lanza had “multiple high‐capacity”
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magazines that had around 30 bullets each for the rifle. Lanza fired “hundreds” of rounds and had
hundreds left when the shooting was over, Vance said. He couldn't confirm a motive, or exactly how
many rounds were fired.” Therefore, at this point – the arsenal is growing. Really?
Lt. Vance also put out a threat as of tonight to the Nation stating, “Connecticut police lieutenant Paul
Vance says those responsible for misinformation could be subject to arrest.” And Lieutenant Vance is
quoted saying, “Police investigating the Newtown school shooting have issued a stern warning over
“misinformation” regarding the case being posted online, stating those behind fake profiles and other
misleading information will be prosecuted.” Amazing, just like Jared Lee Loughner, Fake profiles and
fake misleading information.
Interestingly enough, it is very important for these black ops or psychological trauma and
disassociation Psy‐ops to be performed on the Nation so that we can helplessly turn our guns in as we
worship the next 9/11 and all the heroes that follow. That is exactly what it is…911. in other‐words
911 or 9/11... we must never forget. These false flags, could be considered a terroristic territorial
marking. After the Tucson shooting, a new form of super heroes was born unto the Nation to
propagate the next phase in the pharmaceutical experimentation for total control of the human
mind. An article from Stamford Advocate quoted a neighbor saying, “It’s like 9/11 all over again,”
Petrafesa said of the shootings and the connection to her neighborhood. “ You panic. You just want to
grab your kids.” And like 9/11, Petrafesa said “her life would once again never be the same.”`
We must never forget….
A few more facts:
Dark Knight Rises shooting in Aurora references can be found to Sandy Hook.
“And so it continues … the dark side of all of this is giving me seriously deep chills …
From The Dark Knight Rises … Sandy Hook reference:
You had “Aurora” in “Skyfall.” Bring down the sky. Bring it down.
And pointing to “Sandy Hook” on the map he says: “…bring it down.”
Falling sky.
Jared Lee Loughner said on his YouTube account: “I want you to imagine a comet or
meteoroid coming through the atmosphere.””
According to the Examiner, the medical examiner conducted the autopsies of children. The medical
examiner said, “all of the victims of the Connecticut school shooting were shot multiple times with a
rifle. He added that the wounds were all over—or in various locations on the bodies. Dr. H. Wayne
Carver told reporters he believes all of the children killed at Sandy Hook Elementary in Newtown on
Dec. 14 were first graders and that each of their deaths was a homicide. He noted that by 1:30 p.m.
ET, all of the autopsies had been completed, except for the suspected gunman and his mother, which
will be done on Sunday. Carver also spoke about the victims’ wounds, saying they were caused by one
weapon—a semi automatic rifle.” The victims were identified by photographs by the family members.
Why were the victims identified by photographs? How many parents do you know that would not
demand to identify in person their own allegedly shot dead children?
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Joyce Riley noted on the Power Hour Radio Show (Dec172012hour1) that one of the nurses at the
school claims that when they lead her out they told her she had to close her eyes. A caller called into
Alex Jones show on Friday and said school buses were reported at the local bowling alley the morning
of the shooting.
**Update: Were there dressed up nuns at the school that morning? According to this article, there
was… Connecticut Shooting Report: Purple Van, Nuns In Ski Masks, 2 Suspects Sought!
** Update: According to VT, “Ryan Lanza! An older “confirmed” version of events had RYAN, not
Adam, traveling to Hoboken that morning to murder his father before going to the school in
Newtown, Connecticut. Other variants had Ryan OR Adam going to both their divorced parents’
homes and killing them before going to the school.” Of course, this article has now been removed.
https://www.veteranstodayarchives.com/12/20/sandy‐hook‐massacre‐official‐story‐spins‐out‐of‐
control/
According to Aangirfan.blogspot,
“The Ithaca Police Department finished training for handling situations like a school
gunman on the day 20 children and 6 adults were killed by a gunman at Sandy Hook
Elementary school.”
http://www.ithacaindy.com/2012/12/19/sandy‐hook‐ithaca‐police.html
October 31, 2012 — “A new group of actors is now available nationwide for active
shooter drills and mall shooting full‐scale exercises, announced Visionbox, Denver’s
leading professional actors studio.
“Visionbox Crisis Actors are trained in criminal and victim behavior, and bring intense
realism to simulated mass casualty incidents in public places.”
http://crisisactors.org/“
Disarm citizens by creating giant massacres is the goal. Are we officially under attack now? The
Citizens must wake up! It is an emergency. Whether these operations involve actors, patsies,
government agencies, non‐profits, lobbyists, MK Ultra, or have real victims and real grieving
scenarios, the agenda always remains the same – gun theft, legislation, and more mental health.
Murder and Mayhem to follow…
It has been well documented from myself and other professional Citizen Journalists since the 2011
Tucson shooting that there is a group of dual‐citizens (American‐Israeli) involved in these false‐flags
undoubtedly willing to help surrender America to Israel. These criminals and traders have infiltrated
all of the federal government, the states, and infiltrating lobby groups, and non‐profits of all kinds
working to destroy the united states of America, the Constitution, and Bill of Rights. All working to
imprison Americans and force the new United States of Israel.
###
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